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Successes and pitfalls

Successes Pitfalls

● Randomised Cuppa Trials 

● Really positive feedback about event 
ambition - all attendees who engaged felt 
they learnt something new to apply in their 
work

Value people took from PSP:
● Instructive - learning and reflection on 

digital tools, new methods, cases, etc 
● Motivational - solidarity 
● Connective - meeting other pioneers and 

resources (awareness raising)

● Time was a challenge for many: this was 
both time of year and blocking time

● Clunky engagement between digital 
platforms 

● Needed to host a kick-off event to set 
tone - also opportunities to bring 
participants together more as a cohort

● People needed more guidance than we 
anticipated - we worried about asking too 
much of people, but instead we may have 
asked too little.



Our co-creative process

● To design our original PSP event (2020) we held a series of 
co-creative workshops with different stakeholders to discover 
what they wanted to learn and who they wanted to listen to.

● To design our virtual PSP (2021) we brought together our original 
speakers to listen to what kind of event they would get excited 
about and what they’d learnt about digital delivery:
○ There was a lot of digital fatigue
○ People wanted to blend the digital and the physical
○ Desire to try something with less zoom calls



Platforms used

● Miro - to host all the PSP content
○ Majority of people loved it but a key takeaway is less is best

● Eventsforce - registration for event and Experience sessions
○ Wouldn’t recommend for this type of event

● Vimeo - to host our videos
○ Integrated well with Miro, videos are now a Showcase

● Soundcloud - to host podcast version of content
○ Very low engagement, Spotify is better

● Twitter - to engage and notify participants
○ Low engagement but those who use Twitter for work enjoyed 

being able to share and connect



Registering attendees

● We didn’t find the platform that was right for us; we used a 
platform called Eventsforce but it really wasn’t designed to host 
a virtual festival type event and make it a one-stop-shop. 
○ People found it clunky and confusing 

● Managing data continues to be an organisational disconnect:
○ We started with registering interest on EventBrite and then 

moved to formal registration through Eventsforce with an 
initial check-in survey (also difficult to do on Eventsforce)

 



Communicating with attendees

● People found it difficult to keep track of the communications with 
us. We used a combination of automatic emails with personal 
contact (but had multiple points of contact). This was also difficult 
to do through EventsForce, our event platform. 

● Challenges with Eventsforce meant that Cuppa Trail matching had 
to be done manually and through people’s inboxes meaning we 
couldn’t track the results well.

● The weekly ‘digest’ emails were found to be useful and had a high 
open rate even if not used to join the event. 



Bringing the physical to the digital

@YLabWales

● The care package we mailed was enjoyed but ‘quickly forgotten’.

● Experience events (weekly live events) were not available to 
sign-up for upon initial registration. This added an additional 
step later and confused people because of the platform.  

● In feedback, people said they wanted more ‘real’ interaction - 
RCTs were popular but we suggest thinking about more 
‘gathering’ opportunities to bring people together as a cohort or 
group.



Supporting a digital community

● We were conscious of barriers to digital formats - scheduled, twice weekly 
‘drop-in’ sessions to help with Miro (no-one came!). We needed to make 
everything *much* easier to engage with. A kickoff could have helped.

● We tried to respond to live feedback in our communications - e.g. same 
format of subject lines for emails, highlighting under-performing content to 
encourage engagement. This didn’t have much effect.

● People needed more direction from us in general. More emphasis needed 
to be placed on the ‘scaffolding’ to ensure everyone had the 
understanding they needed. Could be a symptom of having planned for so 
long, that we didn’t foresee this?



Asynchronicity and relationships 
with ‘time’

● Time was a major barrier for engagement 

○ There were real barriers - e.g. time of year - March is end of 
financial year so many people were being pulled away

○ There were perceived barriers:
■ Blocking off time to watch videos seemed unproductive
■ Overestimating ability to participate 
■ Not feeling they could use their time to learn and 

explore new platforms eg Miro



What we’d do differently

● Invest more time in making sure the right people have 
registered. We tried to be explicit with what was expected upon 
registration, but it wasn’t that straight-forward.

● Bring together attendees at the beginning and end of the event 
time. There is a clear demand for more ‘contact’ time both with 
organisers, speakers and other attendees.

● Take the focus away from Miro - public workers found learning a 
new platform more daunting than expected.
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